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The Daft Duo
thedaftduocomedy@gmail.com
A collaboration between comedy performers: Sara Palomarr and Angela Legg
We first met at Roehampton University where we both studied Drama Theatre
and Performance Studies - we graduated in 2014. We have collaborated many
times during our many years of friendship as well as pursuing other projects
individually.
Since the 2020 lockdown we have had loads of fun making silly videos together:
PPE (Pintsize Play Elephant) (Aug 2020), A Dream Date (Sept 2020), Incoming
Call (Oct 2020), Ha Ha Halloween (Oct 2020), The REal Deal (Jan 2021), Happy
13th Birthday Spangled Cabaret (Feb 2021).
In 2021 we are continuing to make comical videos including A Driving Lesson
which will be released in March for Glasgow’s Southside Fringe Plugged In &
Wired festival. We have started jointly hosting events with Funny Women
including monthly event Alternative Interviews.
Linktree: https://linktr.ee/TheDaftDuo

Sara Palomarr
Sara has volunteered in the collaborating and devising process with
GETINTHEBACKOFTHEVAN and DUCKIE. They were a participant at the Arts
Residency of DRIFT (Rio-Brazil), with theatre company ZU-UK.
In 2018, Sara moved to Edinburgh and changed their stage name to Sara
Palomarr. Since then, they performed at The Turn Vol. II run by
TwentySomething at Summerhall and Nocturnal at The Old Hairdressers in
Glasgow. They have also been a recurrent act at Peter Pancakes at Monkey
Barrel Comedy and a special guest at Chunks, at Banshee Labyrinth.
At the end of 2019, Sara was asked to become a regional producer in Edinburgh
for non-profit feminist organisation Funny Women. By 2020 they were ready to

start promoting the brand in Edinburgh, but due to COVID; Sara became a
Regional Producer by default in Scotland, in charge of running and hosting
Alternative Interviews (alternative monthly comedy night- Digital). They also ran
a free online comedy course (Intro to Comedy) for Transgender, non-binary and
women; which in 2021 will start running every 3 months from March under a new
name.
Sara has created a character which is the persona they normally perform as, it’s
called Erika. Erika describes herself as 60% horny, 40% goofy, 100% lesbian.
She's dying to tell you what she thinks of society!
Linktree: https://linktr.ee/Sara.Palomarr

Angela Legg
Since 2018 she has performed regularly as a solo performer at events.
IRL event appearances (2018-2020) include at the Spangled Cabaret, Allsorts
Cabaret, Nocturnal, Clusterfuck Circus, The Diversity Quota, Express Yourself,
Plug In Girls, ACID!, She Grrrowls and Sonnet Youth.
During lockdown she performed in online livestream events including heat 4 of
NOCY2020 (The New Online Comedian of the Year), The Spangled Cabaret at
home and Funny Women Alternative Interviews.
Recent projects include performing with The New Works Playhouse and
preparing to host the Spoken Word section and perform in the spoken word and
cabaret sections of Plugged In and Wired festival organised by Glasgow’s
Southside Fringe.
Angela has created a semi-autobiographical performance persona: Miss A Legg.
Her performances include ridiculous rhymes, silly singing and dazzling dancing
with donuts. Miss A Legg, aka the dishy donut damsel, is on a hunt for true love.
It’s time to let loose about her ludicrous love life. She has a little help from some
badly behaved balloon boys and some sparkly red tap shoes.
Linktree: https://linktr.ee/missalegg

